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"Well, that's too much." Bai nianxi just heard the words, and he was deeply distressed
by the three artists.

"Well, I'll see what the doctor says later. If there are people from Letian, they will be
responsible for it. I'm afraid that if Letian doesn't come, the treatment of the three
artists will be delayed." Shen Hedan said.

"I see. Let's go." Bai nianxi pulls his brother's sleeve and goes to the outside of the
operating room in a hurry.

After waiting for a long time, the doctor came in and out of the operating room, and
there was no news from Lota.

Bai nianxi can't sit still. Seeing another doctor rushing out of the operating room, Bai
nianxi can't help but ask, "how are the three artists?"

The doctor raised his eyes and said to Bai nianxi, "who are you?"

"Well Just care about it. " Bai nianxi had no reasonable reason to ask about his identity,
so he felt guilty.

The doctor looked at the wrist watch coldly. The rescue has lasted for five hours, and
the patient's family members have not been seen. But the person in front of him is not
a family member, so he has no right to tell: "sorry, I can only tell the family members
about the relevant situation."

"Wait a minute, or I'll call Letian to come over?" Shen He Dan asked.

Bai nianxi nodded.

Shen Hedan dials Tian Huarong's number. As a result, the phone is hung up.

"Hung up?" Bai nianxi was filled with anger.

Shen Hedan nodded.

"Think of a way to contact their families, it is estimated that Lota has no relevant
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arrangements, TM, really want to say dirty words, too disgusting Lota!" Bai nianxi is
like an ant on a hot pot.

[Lota statement: the cause of the accident is closely related to the negligence of
security in Lumi island! The representative of Lumi Island refused the accusation, and
Lota said it was helpless. ]

[statement: in order to protect our own interests, we jointly decided that we would
rather delay unless Lumi Island took the responsibility! ]

[it's disgusting! Lumi island's property management is seriously negligent. Letian said
that their blasting props were tampered with, which caused such a serious accident.
However, Lumi Island shirked its responsibility! No responsibility at all! ]

[if I were Letian, I would be furious! Give it to me and I'll drag it! Until Lumi island
comes out to take responsibility! ]

[me too! I also choose to drag! Lumi island has no conscience! Disgusting! I wish
Lumi Island bankruptcy as soon as possible! ]

……

Kangmobei was bored lying on the hospital bed. He was concerned about the relevant
issues, so he checked the news. At this time, he almost didn't get angry.

Lota organized a public relations team for the first time to strongly reverse the
direction of public opinion. All contradictions immediately point to Lumi island.

[police statement: the Lumi Island case is entering the investigation stage, and the
smashing incident and the blasting incident are handled together. ]

seeing the police statement, conmobei clearly understood that under the pressure of
public opinion, the police merged two completely unrelated incidents into one case!

As long as the Letian side does a little bit of small action, it proves that the explosion
accident was indeed tampered with. At that time, Lumi island will be able to jump into
the Yellow River!

"No way!" Kangmobei is in a hurry to turn off the news app, and call Shen Hedan in a
hurry.

After Shen Hedan received the phone call, he remembered how he had reported his
conversation with Letian. After hearing this, he found that kangmobei was speechless.



"Take a look at the news. Lota is dealing with public relations." Kangmo gasped for
breath because he was angry, and because he had just experienced cyanide poisoning,
his chest was still a little stuffy.

"Conmber told us to look at the news." After Shen Hedan hangs up the phone, he tells
Bai nianxi.

The more Bai nianxi looked, the more Qi and blood surged in his chest, and he was
almost smashed by his mobile phone.

"Isn't that too much? The first time I just want to deal with public opinion! Turn public
opinion around! Three artists are still doing surgery! I didn't even plan to manage it? "
Bai nianxi stamped his feet.

"Are these netizens stupid? So easy to get taken away? Do you have a brain! Believe
what others say? " Bai nianxi starts to talk.

"Letian's method is very clever, and you can't blame the netizens for being biased. You
see, I almost believed it when I stressed that Lumi island had problems, and that Lumi
Island refused to take responsibility. When I negotiated at that time, I really strongly
refused, because it wasn't our responsibility. Now I've read the news, and I'm a little
shaken. Is Lumi Island really no problem at all?" Shen Hedan said with a bitter smile.

"Lumi island was maliciously smashed. I have reason to believe that Yao Mei
instigated it. The only thing that the explosion accident and the smashing incident have
in common is the same time point. By the way, I heard that the blaster ran away?" Bai
nianxi asked.

"Well, run away, I guess It's Lota's instructions. As long as he doesn't show up, Lumi
island is really speechless. Even if he shows up, he will give false evidence, and Lumi
island is even more unclear. " Shen Hedan worries.

"Do you know the family of the patient? The patient is in a critical condition and needs
to sign for the operation. It's against the procedure for us to do the operation first.
"During the conversation, a doctor seemed to be unable to sit still, and finally came to
the two people and asked with a heavy face.

"Family? oh Let's try to get in touch! "

"That's great. By the way, ask them to take the expenses with them. At present, the
rescue expenses are nearly three million in arrears The debridement should be very
meticulous, and the burn area is too large. We didn't use such expensive medicine on
purpose. " The doctor was also defending himself with a guilty tone.



"Money doesn't matter. Please treat them well." Bai nianxi pleaded firmly.

"Crouching trough, look at the news."

[Lin zegang updated his microblog, the original text is as follows: I'm Lin Ze, I've just
been sober, although the situation is very bad, I may faint the next second Mr. Tian of
the company told me about the situation. I know that the company has done its utmost.
I am very grateful. In order not to drag down the company and ask Lumi island for my
justice, I, Lin Ze, have decided to terminate the contract with Letian. Please support
me! Thank you! ]

"Wenguang and Zhuo Tian's microblog have more similar content." Shen He's angry
face is going to be deformed.

"I I'm so angry. I'm almost out of breath, "Bai nianxi breathed heavily. She looked up
at the door of the operating room." the three people's microblogs are maintained by
Lota. The three artists are still in a coma. How can they be able to send microblogs? "

"Oh, I can't feel it. I have to do something quickly. You can stay here and I'll deal with
it." Shen Hedan explained that after the communication, several security guards of
ITU came in to protect Bai nianxi and left the hospital in a hurry.

Bai nianxi's head was full of paste for a moment. She couldn't understand the
complicated situation and didn't know how to untie the mess of wool.
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